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PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
 

On June 21, 2023, Appellant Garrett J. Cote, Jr. was tried before a jury 

(Benson, J., presiding) on a criminal charge of Class C Criminal Threatening with 

a Dangerous Weapon, 17-A M.R.S. §§ 209(1) & 1604(5)(A).  The jury returned a 

guilty verdict.  On August 21, 2023, the trial court sentenced Cote to three years’ 

incarceration.  Through counsel, Cote timely appealed the verdict and also sought 

leave to appeal the sentence.  On October 24, 2023, this Court denied leave to 

appeal the sentence.      

FACTS 

On May 8, 2022, 8:30am, Stephen Richardson was driving on Route 23 in 

Canaan, Maine.  (Trial Tr. 17-18.)  Richardson was following a vehicle that was 

“swerving all over the road.”  (Id. at 18.)  Richardson “got up a little closer” in his 

“big van” (a Chevrolet Express) 1 and looked down through the back windows and 

saw that the driver was texting.  (Id. at 18, 23.)  Richardson “blared on the horn” 

and startled the driver.  (Id. at 18.)  The driver, who had been in the wrong lane, 

corrected the vehicle, sped up, and continued driving for another half of a mile.  

(Id. at 19.)  The driver pulled over and, as Richardson was passing, he saw the 

driver exiting the vehicle.  (Id. at 19, 26.)  The driver wore a black mask and went 

into the back seat area of the vehicle, where he retrieved a “big black gun.”  (Id. at 

 
1 The dispatch recording played at trial indicated that the other vehicle was a Toyota Corolla.  (Id. at 29.)   
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19-20.)  Richardson continued to drive and did not see the driver holding the gun, 

but his son, who was also in the vehicle, said “the guy [has] a gun.”  (Id. at 20-21.)  

Richardson testified that the revelation of the gun got his “heart going pretty good” 

and he worried about his son, who he told to get down not knowing what kind of 

gun it was.  (Id. at 21.)  Richardson called 911 to report the incident and the 

driver’s location.  (Id.)  The driver, back in his vehicle, followed Richardson for 

“maybe a minute, if that, not even.”  (Id. at 22, 27.)  At trial, Richardson testified: 

I looked back and he has got it out the window chasing us, right up to 
my bumper like this close.  I should have stomped on the brakes right 
on and crammed him right up under the fucking back of my van and 
got out and beat his ass. 
 

(Id. at 27.)  Richardson saw the driver turn onto Tuttle Road.  (Id. at 21.)  

Richardson turned his vehicle around and followed the driver, while still on the 

phone with dispatch.  (Id. at 22.)  Richardson denied telling dispatch that he was 

being shot at, but the dispatch recording played at trial demonstrated that he 

reported being shot at three times.  (Id. at 28-30.)   

Deputy Andrew Bowman of the Somerset County Sheriff’s Office 

responded to the shots fired call.  (Tr. 32-33.)  Deputy Bowman’s investigation led 

him to question Cote about the incident.  (Id. at 33.)  Cote told Deputy Bowman 

that he was driving on Route 23 in Canaan, a vehicle was trying to run him off of 

the road, and that Cote had an air javelin in his vehicle that he showed to the driver 

of the other vehicle.  (Id. at 33-34.)  Cote showed the air javelin to Deputy 
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Bowman and explained that it was CO-2 powered and shot arrows.  (Id. at 37.)  

Cote told Deputy Bowman that Cote was worried that the vehicle was going to ram 

him and that the other driver had blared the horn.  (Id. at 35.)  Cote told Deputy 

Bowman that he did not call 911.  (Id. at 38.)  On cross-examination, Deputy 

Bowman testified that Cote, “explained that in the past he had done time in prison 

and when the accusation goes around that [you call] the police, it follows you.”  

(Id. at 39.)  Counsel for Cote read a portion of Deputy Bowman’s report which 

stated that, “I asked Garrett why he didn’t call 911 today.  Garrett said he was in 

fear of getting hurt and asked what we would do in that second.”  (Id. at 39-40.)  

Deputy Bowman did not dispute the contents of the report and could not elaborate 

further on his impressions of Cote’s response to why he did not call 911.  (Id. at 

40.)  Deputy Bowman confirmed that no shots had been fired and that Richardson 

never heard shots.  (Id.)  Deputy Bowman testified that after Richardson wrote a 

statement about the incident, Deputy Bowman noted that Richardson did not say 

anything about being in fear for his life.  (Id. at 42.)  Deputy Bowman had 

Richardson amend his statement to include a note about being in fear.  (Id. at 42-

43.)   

After the evidence was presented, the trial court provided the following 

relevant instructions: 

Third, the State must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
defendant placed Stephen Richardson in fear of imminent bodily 
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injury with the use of a dangerous weapon. The term use of a 
dangerous weapon has a specific definition that we need to discuss. 
Use of a dangerous weapon is defined in our law as the use of a 
firearm or other weapon, device, instrument, material or substance, 
whether animate or inanimate, which, in the manner it is used or 
threatened to be used is capable of producing death or serious bodily 
injury. Serious bodily injury means bodily injury which creates a 
substantial risk of death, or which causes serious bodily disfigurement 
or loss or substantial impairment of the function of any bodily 
member or organ or extended convalescence necessary for the 
recovery of physical health.  
 
At this point, ladies and gentlemen, I am going to move slightly away 
from these instructions, I will come back to them in a moment.  
In this case I am also going to give you an instruction about physical 
force in defense of a person. Our law provides, and this is not in the 
written instructions so please pay close attention, that a person is 
justified in using a reasonable degree of nondeadly force by the other 
person, and a person may use a degree of force that the person 
reasonably believes to be necessary for that purpose. However, that 
force is not justifiable if, with a purpose to cause physical harm to 
another person, the person provoked the use of unlawful nondeadly 
force by the other person, or the person was the initial aggressor, 
unless after such aggression the person withdraws from the encounter 
and effectively communicates to the other person the intent to do so, 
but the other person notwithstanding continues the use or threat of 
unlawful nondeadly force.  
 
In the event that you conclude that the defendant was justified in using 
a reasonable degree if nondeadly force, you will consider that a 
defense unless the State negates the justification beyond a reasonable 
doubt. In other words, if you believe that the defendant was justified 
in using a reasonable degree of nondeadly force, it is up to the State to 
disprove that beyond a reasonable doubt.  
 
So let me go back to my written instructions and let me summarize the 
law of Criminal Threatening with a Dangerous Weapon. First, if you 
conclude that the State has proven beyond a reasonable doubt that on 
or about the date charged, the defendant placed Stephen Richardson in 
fear of imminent physical pain, physical illness or impairment of 
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physical condition, and second, that at that time the defendant, Mr. 
Cote, either had the conscious object or actual intent to place Mr. 
Richardson in fear of imminent physical pain, physical illness or 
impairment of physical condition, or alternatively, the defendant was 
aware that is was practically certain that his conduct would place Mr. 
Richardson in fear of imminent physical pain, physical illness or 
impairment of physical condition, and that third at the time the 
defendant was using a dangerous weapon.  
 
If the State has proven each of those separate facts beyond a 
reasonable doubt, your verdict on the charge of Criminal Threatening 
with a Dangerous Weapon would be guilty.  
 
If the State has failed to prove any one of those facts beyond a 
reasonable doubt then your verdict on the charge of Criminal 
Threatening with a Dangerous Weapon would be not guilty.  
If, however, you conclude that the State has proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt that on or about the date charged the defendant 
placed Stephen Richardson in fear of imminent physical pain, physical 
illness or impairment of physical condition, second, that at the time 
the defendant either had the conscious object or actual intent to place 
Mr. Richardson in fear of imminent physical pain, physical illness or 
impairment of physical condition or alternatively, the defendant was 
aware that it was practically certain that his conduct would place 
Stephen Richardson in fear of imminent physical pain, physical illness 
or impairment of physical condition, but you conclude the State has 
failed to prove the defendant was using a dangerous weapon, then 
your verdict should be guilty of the lesser included offense of 
Criminal Threatening.  
 
Bare in mind, when you are considering the evidence, you must also 
consider if you find that Mr. Richardson was justified in using 
nondeadly force, the State has the burden of disproving that again 
beyond a reasonable doubt. 
 

(Tr. 78-82.) (Emphasis added.)  After an hour of deliberations, the jury requested 

from the trial court a second reading of the self-defense instruction, to which the 
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court simply repeated the instruction previously given to the jury underlined above.  

(Tr. 95.)   

QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

Should the trial court have declared a mistrial when Deputy Bowman 

testified that Cote told him that he had previously served time in prison? 

Did the trial court err in failing to instruct the jury that: (1) a threat to use a 

gun without firing the gun is nondeadly force and (2) if the jury finds that the State 

did not disprove self-defense beyond a reasonable doubt, then Cote should be 

found not guilty? 

Was the evidence insufficient to find that Cote committed the crime of 

Criminal Threatening with a Dangerous Weapon beyond a reasonable doubt? 

ARGUMENT SUMMARY 

 This appeal relates to an unfortunate case of road rage.  Stephen Richardson 

took it upon himself to address Garrett Cote’s texting behind the wheel by running 

him off the road, using his commercial van Chevrolet Express to intimidate and 

scare Cote in his small Toyota passenger vehicle.  The reaction by Cote was to 

engage in self-defense by displaying, but not firing, an air javelin.  Richardson 

reacted by following Cote, calling the police and claiming shots fired (which was 

unquestionably false), all the while thinking he should have just beat Cote’s ass 

himself (using his testimony).  Richardson was not in fear.  Deputy Andrew 
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Bowman had to prompt Richardson to make such an assertion to initiate a criminal 

prosecution.   

The manner in which the trial progressed led to an unjust guilty verdict.  

Cote’s prior time in prison was made known to the jury, tipping the credibility 

scales in the State’s favor.  The trial court didn’t make the self-defense instruction 

clear.  Despite the clear law, the trial court did not instruct the jury that Cote’s use 

of the air javelin, even if it was a dangerous weapon, was considered nondeadly 

force.  The instruction also failed to make clear that if the State fails to disprove 

self-defense beyond a reasonable doubt, then the jury was to return a verdict of not 

guilty.  The jury was thus provided with an incomplete instruction that prevented 

Cote from availing himself of a genuine defense, tipping the scales further in the 

State’s favor, unfairly so.   

ARGUMENT 

I. The trial court erred by failing to declare a mistrial when law enforcement 
testified that Appellant told him that he had previously been incarcerated in 
prison.  
 
Deputy Bowman testified that Cote told him that he previously served prison 

time.  The reference to Cote’s prior prison term tells the jury that Cote had 

previously committed a crime serious enough to warrant going to prison.  The 

testimony was evidence of a prior crime, which is inadmissible.  M.R. Evid. 

404(b).  The testimony was generated in response to a question from defense 
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counsel when Deputy Bowman questioned why Cote did not call 911.  However, 

the question was based on counsel’s understanding of Deputy Bowman’s report, 

which stated in part that Cote did not call 911 because he did not believe that law 

enforcement could timely come to his defense against Richardson.  The testimony 

of Cote’s prior prison sentence was therefore not admissible for some other 

purpose.  Defense counsel did not move for a mistrial, object to the testimony or 

seek a curative instruction.  The trial court’s determination of whether exposure to 

potentially prejudicial extraneous evidence would incurably taint the jury verdict 

or whether a curative instruction would adequately protect against consideration of 

the matter stands unless clearly erroneous.  State v. Bridges, 2004 ME 102, ¶ 10, 

854 A.2d 855 (quoting State v. Ardolino, 1997 ME 141, ¶ 18, 697 A.2d 73).  Trial 

counsel’s failure to object to the inadmissible evidence, whether as a result of 

tactical decision or oversight, will itself be a consideration in determining whether 

the error is obvious and highly prejudicial.  State v. Clark, 2008 ME 136, ¶ 7, 954 

A.2d 1066 (quoting State v. True, 438 A.2d 460, 468 (Me. 1981)). 

Understanding the significant hurdle on review, Deputy Bowman’s 

testimony was not just inadmissible, it was exceptionally prejudicial.  Evidence of 

a prior crime is always prejudicial to a defendant.  United States v. Aldrich, 169 

F.3d 526, 528 (8th Cir. 1999) (quoting United States v. James, 555 F.2d 992, 1000 

(D.C. Cir. 1977), United States v. Phillips, 401 F.2d 301, 305 (7th Cir. 1968)).  It 
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diverts the attention of the jury from the question of the defendant’s responsibility 

for the crime charged to the improper issue of his bad character.  Id.; see also 

United States v. Holloway, 1 F.3d 307, 311 (5th Cir.1993) (“evidence of a prior 

conviction has long been the object of careful scrutiny and use at trial because of 

the inherent danger that a jury may convict a defendant because he is a ‘bad 

person’ instead of because the evidence proves him guilty”).  As the Supreme 

Court has explained, such evidence weighs too much with the jury and 

overpersuades them as to prejudge one with a bad general record and deny him a 

fair opportunity to defend against a particular charge.  Aldrich, 169 F.3d at 528 

(quoting Michelson v. United States, 335 U.S. 469, 476, 69 S.Ct. 213 (1948)).  

Moreover, so much of the State’s case rode upon the testimony of a single witness, 

whose credibility on the critical issue of force was inherently suspect.  See True, 

438 A.2d at 469.  Regardless of whether Cote was texting or swerving, Richardson 

was unquestionably the initial aggressor by driving close behind Cote with a larger 

vehicle and blaring his horn.  Certainly, Richardson knew how to call the police.  

Perhaps a better time would have been to call when he saw Cote’s supposed erratic 

driving.  Richardson’s testimony that he should have “stomped on the brakes” and 

“crammed” Cote “right up under the fucking back of [his] van” and then “beat” 

Cote’s “ass” tells us a lot about Richardson’s mindset.  Telling the jury that Cote 

previously served prison time seriously compromised the jury’s ability to 
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determine whether to believe Richardson beyond a reasonable doubt that, for 

example, he was truly in fear of imminent bodily injury or that Cote was acting in 

self-defense.  Cote was thus deprived of a fair trial, and a mistrial should have been 

declared.  See id.   

II. The trial court erred in failing to instruct the jury that (1) a threat of deadly 
force constitutes nondeadly force when determining whether Appellant acted 
in self-defense, and (2) if the jury finds that the State did not disprove self-
defense beyond a reasonable doubt, then Cote should be found not guilty. 
 
The evidence generated at trial clearly established that Cote showed but did 

not fire an air javelin.  This Court has consistently held that using a gun in a 

threatening manner without discharging the weapon constitutes nondeadly force.  

State v. Cannell, 2007 ME 30, ¶ 7, 916 A.2d 231 (2007) (citing State v. Glassman, 

2001 ME 91, ¶ 11, 772 A.2d 863; State v. Lord, 617 A.2d 536, 537 (Me. 1992); 

State v. Gilbert, 473 A.2d 1273, 1276 (Me. 1984); State v. Williams, 433 A.2d 765, 

768-69 (Me. 1981).  The trial court correctly instructed the jury on considering 

whether the use of nondeadly force can constitute self-defense.  However, the 

instruction was undermined by the absence of any declaration that Cote’s use of 

the air javelin was as a matter of law nondeadly force.  Moreover, at no point in 

time does the trial court instruct the jury that if it finds that the State did not 

disprove self-defense beyond a reasonable doubt, then Cote must be found not 

guilty.   
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Where no party objects to an alleged error at trial, (i.e. to faulty criminal jury 

instructions) obvious errors or defects affecting substantial rights may still be 

addressed on appeal.  State v. Pabon, 2011 ME 100, ¶ 18, 28 A.3d 1147.  This 

Court has characterized obvious error as a seriously prejudicial error tending to 

produce manifest injustice.   Id. (quoting State v. Perry, 2006 ME 76,  

¶ 15, 899 A.2d 806.  As it pertains to jury instructions, this Court’s review is 

holistic, taking into consideration the total effect created by all the instructions and 

the potential for juror misunderstanding.  State v. Saucier, 2001 ME 107, ¶ 23, 776 

A.2d 621 (quoting State v. Cote, 462 A.2d 487, 490 (Me. 1983)).   

Looking at the instructions on the whole, the jury was instructed to 

determine whether Cote was committing the offense of Criminal Threatening with 

a Dangerous Weapon.  The instruction on “use of a dangerous weapon” mirrored 

the law, defining it as use of a firearm or other weapon, device, instrument, 

material or substance, whether animate or inanimate, which, in the manner it is 

used or threatened to be used is capable of producing death or serious bodily 

injury.  17-A M.R.S. § 2 (9).  If the jury concludes that Cote used a dangerous 

weapon, there is a serious risk that they are left to believe that Cote engaged in 

deadly force.  This precise pitfall befell a trial court judge in a bench trial in State 

v. Cannell.  2007 ME 30.  In Cannell, the defendant displayed a gun in self-defense 

because the alleged victim and his family verbally threatened him on the day in 
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question and in the past and because he feared for his life.  Id. at ¶ 3.  The trial 

court evaluated the evidence to determine if Cannell was justified in using deadly 

force, as opposed to nondeadly force, which was found by this Court to be obvious 

and not harmless error.  Id. at ¶ 10.  In the instant matter, the trial court did 

correctly give the nondeadly force instruction, but the jury would only consider it 

if it was satisfied that Cote engaged in nondeadly force.  The entire instruction on 

self-defense should have begun with: “Under the circumstances of this case, the 

threat of using the air javelin is considered nondeadly force.”  Without this 

sentence, the jury may have thought, “Cote threatened Richardson through the use 

of a dangerous weapon.  By definition, a dangerous weapon is capable of death or 

serious bodily injury.  That is tantamount to deadly force.  The instruction the 

Judge is reading to us refers to nondeadly force, so it does not apply.”  This 

thought process was reinforced by the trial court’s written instruction that if the 

jury found the elements of Criminal Threatening with a Dangerous Weapon 

beyond a reasonable doubt, then the verdict would be guilty without an instruction 

that a finding that if the State did not disprove self-defense beyond a reasonable 

doubt, the jury must return a not guilty verdict.  (Tr. 80-81, 95.)  Even if the trial 

counsel did not request these added instructions, as this Court declared in Cannell, 

the misclassification of a threatened but not fired gun as deadly force is obvious 

and non-harmless error.  The trial court failed to make it clear (as it is declared as a 
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matter of law) that Cote’s force was nondeadly.  Taken as a whole, the jury 

instructions affected Cote’s substantial rights and produced a manifest injustice in 

the form of a conviction based on what a jury may otherwise have thought was an 

act of self-defense.   

III. There was insufficient evidence to find that Appellant committed the crime 
of Criminal Threatening with a Dangerous Weapon beyond a reasonable 
doubt.  
 
The Due Process Clause protects the accused against conviction except upon 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt of every fact necessary to constitute the crime 

with which he is charged.  In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 364 (1970).  No person 

shall be made to suffer the onus of a criminal conviction except upon sufficient 

evidence necessary to convince a fact-finder beyond a reasonable doubt of every 

element of the offense.  Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 316, 99 S.Ct. 2781 

(1979).  When someone has been convicted of a crime and subsequently challenges 

the sufficiency of the evidence on appeal, this Court considers whether, based on 

that evidence viewed in the light most favorable to the prosecution, any trier of fact 

rationally could find beyond a reasonable doubt every element of the offense 

charged.  State v. Barry, 495 A.2d 825, 826 (Me. 1985).  The foregoing standard 

articulated by this Court mirrors the minimal constitutional standard set forth by 

the United States Supreme Court in Jackson v. Virginia.  443 U.S. at 319.  While 

the components of the Jackson standard may suggest a low hurdle for the State on 
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appeal, application of the Jackson standard cannot be read to uphold a conviction 

based on a mere modicum of evidence.  Id. at 320.  The purpose of appellate 

review for sufficiency of the evidence is to ensure that the due process command 

of Winship has been honored.  Id.   

 Under the circumstances, and even taking the evidence in the light most 

favorable to the State, it wasn’t rational to conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that 

Cote committed the offense of Criminal Threatening with a Dangerous Weapon.  

Richardson was the initial aggressor.  He lied to dispatch about shots being fired 

three times over.  Richardson demonstrated his angry (not fearful) mindset at trial 

on cross-examination when he testified about wishing he had beat Cote’s ass.  He 

unquestionably drove closely behind Cote with a large van and blared the horn.  It 

was only then that Cote showed the air javelin.  Richardson’s response was to 

follow Cote and call the police.  Deputy Bowman had to go out of his way to get 

Richardson to note on his written statement that he was in fear.  It cannot be said 

beyond a reasonable doubt that Richardson was in fear of imminent bodily injury 

or that Cote was not acting in self-defense.   
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully requested that this Court vacate 

Appellant’s conviction.   

      Respectfully submitted, 
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